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Summary of Responses
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Background and Purpose
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*1995 Future Communities 

Commission

*How can we improve local 

government structure and operation

*Amendment 19 led to conflicts

*Recommended legislation for service 

delivery agreements
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*HB489 traveled with 3 companion bills

*HB492 Insurance premiums tax

*HB491 Uniform Chart of Accounts

*HB490 SPLOST notification requirements

*Eliminate conflicts between local 

governments 

*Counties and cities must adopt a Service 

Delivery Strategy by July 1, 1999. 
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*Flexible framework for service delivery 

system 

*Eliminate duplication of services

*Eliminate double taxation

*Minimize incompatible land use plans

*Provide dispute resolution method
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*Describe of all services provided by each 

local government and authority

*Current arrangements

*Future arrangements

*Describe geographic area where each 

service is provided 
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*Describe funding sources and mechanisms

*Identify all intergovernmental contracts, 

ordinances, etc.

*Services exclude constitutional officers 
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*Eliminate unnecessary duplication of services

*Higher levels of service are not duplicated 

services

*Water and sewer rate differential

*Compatible land use plans

*Extension of water/ sewer must be consistent 

with all land use plans

*Process to resolve disputes over land use 

classifications of areas to be annexed
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*Eliminate double taxation

*Services primarily for unincorporated area must 

be funded by revenues derived exclusively from 

unincorporated area

*Special service districts

*Any other mechanism to eliminate double 

taxation
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*Initiate process between July 1, 1997 and January 1, 

1998.

*County sends written notice to:

*All cities wholly or partially within the county;

*All other cities which provide services within the 

county; and

*All other counties which provide services within the 

county

*If county does not initiate the process by 1/1/98, a city 

may do so
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*County and cities develop the SDS jointly

*Approval = adoption of resolution by county 

and “affected municipalities”

*county seat

*cities with 9,000+ population

*no less than 50% of the remaining 

municipalities with at least 500 persons

*120-day extension allowed
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*County files SDS with DCA

*DCA has 30 days to verify

*DCA has no authority to 

approve or disapprove the SDS
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*Withhold financial assistance, grants, loans, or 
permits, including:

*LMIG, GEFA loans and grants, CDBG grants

*Road contracts with GDOT

*EPD permits

*3 ways to fail to be in compliance:

*SDS not formally adopted by all required 
governments;

*SDS does not address all required components 
and criteria; or

*SDS not updated as required
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*Before sanctions: alternative dispute 

resolution (e.g. mediation)

*If alternative dispute resolution fails, 

mediator prepares a report for the public 

record 

*Costs shared by the parties on a pro rata 

population basis

*If no agreement after sanctions, any of the 

parties may file a petition in superior court 

seeking mandatory mediation.
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*When comprehensive plan is updated;

*When service delivery arrangements change;

*When revenue distribution arrangements 

change;

*Creation, abolition, or consolidation of local 

governments;

* When SDS expires; or 

*Whenever parties agree to revise the strategy
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*If a county or affected municipality refuses to 

review and revise, any of the parties may use 

the alternative dispute resolution and appeal 

procedures
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*Review your SDS

*Offer tips for tax equity and duplication of 

services

*Compare notes with other cities

*Why review SDS?

*LOST and other negotiations

*To inform economic development, budget, 

and planning decisions

*It’s about the taxpayers
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*GMA Contacts

*Michael McPherson, GMA Governmental 

Relations Associate, 678-686-6390 or 

mmcpherson@gmanet.com

*Becky Taylor, GMA Director of Federal 

Relations & Research, 678-686-6276 or 

btaylor@gmanet.com

*www.gmanet.com for more resources




